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Abstract—OBJECTIVE—The objective of this paper is to present the current evidence relative to the effectiveness of pair programming (PP) as a pedagogical tool in higher education CS/SE courses. METHOD—We performed a systematic literature review (SLR) of empirical studies that investigated factors affecting the effectiveness of PP for CS/SE students and studies that measured the effectiveness of PP for CS/SE students. RESULTS—Seventy four (74) papers were used in our synthesis of evidence, and 14 compatibility factors that can potentially affect PP’s effectiveness as a pedagogical tool were identified. Results showed that students’ skill level was the factor that affected PP’s effectiveness the most. The most common measure used to gauge PP’s effectiveness was time spent on programming. In addition, students’ satisfaction when using PP was overall higher than when working solo. Our meta-analyses showed that PP was effective in improving students’ grades on assignments. Finally, in the studies that used quality as a measure of effectiveness, the number of test cases succeeded, academic performance, and expert opinion were the quality measures mostly applied. CONCLUSIONS—The results of this SLR show two clear gaps in this research field: i) lack of studies focusing on pair compatibility factors aimed at making PP an effective pedagogical tool; ii) a lack of studies investigating PP for software design/modeling tasks in conjunction with programming tasks.

Index Terms—empirical studies, pair programming, systematic review.

1 INTRODUCTION

PAIR programming (PP) involves two people sitting side by side, using only one computer and working collaboratively on the same design, algorithm, code or test [4]. One is the “driver”, who is responsible for designing, typing the code, and having control over the shared resource (e.g., computer, mouse, keyboard). The second is the “navigator” or “observer”, who has responsibility for observing how the driver works in order to detect errors and offer ideas in solving a problem. Throughout their work, pairs typically alternate their roles after a certain duration [70].

PP’s popularity has drawn the attention of many researchers, thus causing an increase in the number of studies conducted in both industrial as well as in educational contexts [1]. A survey of organizations from a software process improvement user group showed that 72% of the organizations, from a variety of industries, have implemented the PP practice [41]. Some studies have investigated PP’s usefulness and effectiveness as a Computer Science/Software Engineering (CS/SE) pedagogical tool, e.g. [46],[47],[53],[18],[59], some with promising results.

Early research on the use of PP as a pedagogical tool focused mainly on its ability to benefit students in terms of productivity and quality of work produced [69]. For example, evidence suggests that PP could enhance enjoyment [46],[47],[69],[73]; increase students’ confidence level [5],[46],[28]; reduce workload [9]; improve course completion rate [46],[53]; increase homework submission rate [28]; improve exam’s performance [47],[49],[53]; and facilitate working more efficiently on programming tasks [11],[67].

In 2000, Cockburn and Williams [12] investigated the cost and benefit of PP based on empirical evidence [71],[68],[55]. They conclude that, with an increase of only 15% in the cost of development time, PP offers significant benefits such as improving design quality (fewer defects), team communication and rapid solutions to problems, enhancing the learning process, and increasing the enjoyment to learn. They suggest that PP is a promising approach to use as a pedagogical tool due to its capability to increase learning capacity [12].

Dybå et al. [19] conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) investigating whether existing empirical evidence supports the claims that PP is more advantageous than solo programming. They reviewed 15 studies comparing solo and pair programming, and involving both students and software practitioners as subjects. The general aspects investigated were related to PP’s effectiveness, including “duration” (time spent to produce the system), “effort” (person-hours spent), and “quality of the final product”. Their meta-analysis suggests that PP is
more effective than solo programming when quality and the
duration to complete the tasks are the concern, but PP
overall requires more effort (i.e. more person-hours).
However, it is likely that participants’ expertise and task
complexity might have affected the accuracy of their find-
ings. This SLR is related to ours, but is different in terms
of its purpose and population. Our SLR investigated the
potential of PP as a pedagogical tool, specifically focusing
on existing evidence regarding PP’s effectiveness in the
context of higher education institutions.

Also in 2007, Dybå and Dingsøyr [20] carried out a SLR
of Agile Software Development empirical studies examin-
ing benefits, limitations, and strength of evidence for agile
methods. PP was not the focus of this SLR that found a
low strength of evidence supporting agile techniques.

As PP inherently involves a social interaction between
two people, investigating compatibility aspects is, in our
view, very important. Previous studies reported that stu-
dents who experienced PP with an incompatible partner
disliked the collaborative work [38],[64]. For example, Mul-
ler et al. [51] show that the performance of a pair is corre-
lated with how comfortable the pairs feel during a pair
session (“feel-good” factor). Since students’ performance
may be largely affected by the pair’s compatibility, it seems
relevant and applicable to examine compatibility factors of
paired students and its effect on learning. Our goal is not
only to contribute to the body of knowledge of PP but also
to improve the use of PP as an effective pedagogical tool.

In order to realize how PP can significantly contribute
as an effective pedagogical tool, a proper investigation of
its implementation needs to be carried out. Chaparro et al.
[9] suggest that the potential to effectively use PP is
highly connected with the compatibility factors relative to the
paired subjects. Thus, one important aspect is to under-
stand the underlying factors that contribute to a success-
ful pairing formation i.e. factors that make pairs highly
compatible. Our research aims to improve the practice of
PP as a pedagogical tool in CS/SE education by investi-
gating pair compatibility and its effect on PP’s effective-
ness. We applied a systematic literature review (see Section
2) in assessing existing PP literature. The key contribution
of this paper is the findings from our SLR of empirical
studies of PP in higher education settings.

We present our SLR results by integrating evidence
into patterns that can be used to understand the current state-of-the-art of research in PP when applied to a higher
education context. We believe this can better inform edu-
cators wanting to incorporate PP into a CS/SE curriculum.
Additionally, conflicting findings from the analysis are
presented and gaps in the existing body of knowledge are
highlighted. These suggest key areas of focus for future
PP research. Section 2 describes the method we used in
our SLR. Section 3 reports the results of our SLR based on
the synthesis of evidence. Section 4 presents a discussion
of our key findings, implications, threats to the validity of
this review, and future work. Section 5 presents conclu-
sions from the review.

2 THE REVIEW METHOD

Introduction

A SLR is defined as a process of identifying, assessing,
and interpreting all available research evidence with the
purpose to provide answers for specific research ques-
tions [35]. It is a tool that aims to produce a scientific
summary of the evidence in a particular area, in contrast
to “traditional” narrative review [56]. We followed the
procedures of Kitchenham and Charters [35].

Research Questions

Table 1 shows the PICOC (Population, Intervention, Com-
parison, Outcomes, and Context) structure of our research
questions. In our SLR, we included all empirical studies
that investigated PP within a higher education setting,
regardless of whether or not they compare PP to solo stu-
dents. Therefore, we could not include a specific compar-
ison in our PICOC.

The primary focus of our SLR was to understand and
identify the factors that influence the effectiveness of the
PP practice for CS/SE in higher education. While the
primary reason for using PP in industry is to gain benefits
in terms of economic advantage (i.e. time to market, de-
velopment effort, quality etc.) [12], [19], the type of out-
comes that can benefit students’ learning is what moti-
vates educators [46]. We organized the measurement of
PP’s effectiveness into four broad categories: academic
performance, technical productivity, program/design
quality, and satisfaction [46]. Therefore, our SLR aimed to
answer the following primary research question (RQ):

Primary Question: What evidence is there of PP stud-
ies conducted in higher education settings that investi-
gated PP’s effectiveness and/or pair compatibility for
CS/SE education?

Our SLR also aimed to answer the following secondary
sub-questions:

Sub-Question 1: What evidence is there regarding com-
patibility factors that affect pair compatibility and/or PP’s
effectiveness as a CS/SE pedagogical tool and which pairing
configurations are considered as most effective?

Sub-Question 2: How was PP’s effectiveness measured
in PP studies and how effective has PP been when used
within higher education settings?

Sub-Question 3: How was quality measured in the PP
studies that used software quality as a measure of effec-
tiveness?1

1 The choice to focus on quality was due to the fact that most studies we
already knew about measured PP’s effectiveness using quality metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>SUMMARY OF PICOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Population</strong></td>
<td>CS/SE students in higher education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intervention</strong></td>
<td>Pair programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison</strong></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcomes</strong></td>
<td>PP’s effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Context</strong></td>
<td>Review(s) of any empirical studies of pair programming within the domain of CS/SE in higher education. No restrictions on the type of empirical study (e.g. case study) apply.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Identification of Relevant Literature

The strategy we used to construct the search strings was as follows [35], [48]:

- Derive major terms used in the review questions (i.e. based on the population, intervention, outcome, and context);
- List the keywords mentioned in the articles (primary studies) we already knew about;
- Search for synonyms and alternative words. We have also consulted a subject librarian to seek further advice in the proper use of the terms;
- Use the Boolean OR to incorporate alternative spellings and synonyms;
- Use the Boolean AND to link the major terms from population, intervention, and outcome.

The complete search string initially used for the searching of the literature was as follows: (student OR undergraduate) AND (pair programming OR pair-programming) AND (experiment OR measurement OR evaluation OR assessment) AND (effective OR efficient OR successful).

Petticrew and Robert [56] highlight that the two major issues in conducting a SLR search are the sensitivity and specificity of the search. The sensitivity refers to a search that retrieves a high number of relevant studies. Specificity causes the search to retrieve a minimum number of irrelevant studies. In our preliminary search, we retrieved a very small number of articles when using the complete search string defined above. For instance, IEEE Xplore, Inspec, and ProQuest each retrieved only five, three, and two studies, respectively. In our preliminary search, we retrieved a very small number of articles when using the complete search string defined above. For instance, IEEE Xplore, Inspec, and ProQuest each retrieved only five, three, and two studies, respectively. Therefore, we sought the opinion of a subject librarian regarding the appropriate use of our search string and her advice was that we should use a much simpler string than the one defined in the protocol to enable the retrieval of more results. We used the keywords “pair programming” OR “pair-programming” which resulted in a higher number of studies retrieved from various online databases. The primary search process involved the use of 12 online databases: ACM Digital library, Current Contents, EBSCOhost, IEEE Xplore, ISI Web of Science, INSPEC, ISI Proceedings, ProQuest, Sage Full Text Collections, ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, and Scopus. The selection of online databases was based on our knowledge of databases that index PP primary studies. Petticrew and Robert [56] recommend searching multiple databases to cater for as many citations as possible to avoid bias to the review. Thus, we also searched from the citeseer website using similar keywords (i.e. “pair programming” OR “pair-programming”); from the Agile alliance website we looked for articles under two categories: “pair programming” and “Extreme programming”; and on-line Google scholar was used to search for full text of articles.

Upon completion of the primary search phase, the identification of relevant literature continued with the secondary search phase. During this search phase, all the references in the papers identified from the primary sources were reviewed. If a paper was found to be suitable, it was added to the existing list of studies qualified for the synthesis.

Selection of Studies
Our inclusion criteria aimed to only include PP empirical studies that targeted CS/SE education and that used PP as a practice defined by the XP creators in 1999 [4]. As such, the literature search only covered studies published within the period of 1999 to 2007. The detailed inclusion criteria comprised (i) studies that investigated factors affecting the effectiveness of PP for CS/SE students; and (ii) studies that measured the effectiveness of PP for CS/SE students. The main exclusion criterion comprised PP papers not targeted at CS/SE education. In addition the following criteria were also applied: (i) papers presenting claims by the author(s) with no supporting evidence; (ii) papers about Agile/XP describing development practices other than PP, such as test-first programming, refactoring etc; (iii) papers that only described tools (i.e. software or hardware) that could support PP; (iv) papers involving students but outside higher education; (v) papers that solely investigated distributed PP; (vi) papers not written in English.

Data Extraction and Study Quality Assessment
To facilitate the data extraction process a form was designed, used to gather evidence relating to our research questions and to measure the quality of the primary studies. When designing the studies’ quality checklist we used some of the questions proposed in the literature [39], [56], [62], [17], [24], [27]. Our checklist comprised seven general questions (see Table 2) to measure the quality of both quantitative and qualitative studies according to the following ratio scale: Yes = 1 point; No = 0 points; Partially = 0.5 point. The resulting total quality score for each study ranged between 0 (very poor) and 7 (very good).

One of the authors (Salleh) was responsible for reading and completing the extraction form for each of the primary studies. In order to validate the data extraction process, a random sample comprising 20% of the total number of primary studies had their data extracted by the first and second authors and then compared in a review meeting. Whenever the data extracted differed, where differences never surpassed more than 10-15%, such differences were discussed until consensus was reached. We did not measure inter-rater agreement since our review aimed to reach an absolute consensus on the sample used [36]. For the remaining 80% primary studies we hoped that lessons learnt from the review meeting would minimize the bias with their data extraction. If in any study was unclear, we contacted author(s) for clarification.

2 The data extraction form is available at http://www.cs.auckland.ac.nz/~norsaremah/Form.pdf
2 RESULTS

Introduction

In this section we present the synthesis of evidence of our SLR beginning with the analysis from the literature search results. During the selection process, the Scopus database was chosen as the baseline database due to its reputation as the largest abstract and citation database [21]. In addition each article retrieved from the other databases was compared with the existing list of papers accumulated from Scopus’ screening process in order to avoid duplication. The initial phase of our search process identified 379 empirical studies using the “pair programming OR pair-programming” search term. Of these only 153 were potentially relevant based on the screening of titles and abstracts. Each of these studies was filtered according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria before being accepted for the synthesis of evidence. If titles and abstracts were not sufficient to identify the relevance of a paper, full articles were used. We also carefully checked if there were any duplicate studies if very similar studies were published in more than one paper. Inclusion of duplicate studies would inevitably bias the result of the synthesis [34].

Based on the primary searches, 73 studies (48% of 153 studies) were accepted for the synthesis of evidence after a detailed assessment of abstracts and full text, and exclusion of duplicates (see Fig. 1). The secondary search phase further identified another five studies; however, after their detailed assessment, only one was found relevant for the SLR. Therefore, in total, 74 studies were included for the synthesis of evidence (see Appendix A for the list of included studies). Based on the research classification by Wohlin et al. [74] and Creswell [16], an analysis of the type of research approach used in these studies is shown in Fig 2. Formal experiments were found to be the most popular research approach used (59%).

Table 3 shows the quality scores for all primary studies. Most achieved above average quality: 20 studies (27%) and 36 studies (49%) were deemed very good and good quality respectively. One study attained very poor quality; it did not detail its research methodology and we could not ensure its results were reliable and useful as evidence. This study was removed from the analysis phase. Thus, in the end only 73 studies were included in the analysis of evidence.

2.1 Research Question

Question: “What evidence is there of PP studies conducted in higher education settings that investigated PP’s effectiveness and/or pair compatibility for CS/SE education?”

The SLR identified 73 PP studies conducted in higher...
education settings that investigated the use of PP by undergraduate and graduate CS/SE students. The context of investigation varied via the comparison of PP to other practices, such as solo programming, side-by-side programming, peer-review inspection and application of the practice to design tasks (i.e. pair designing). Studies investigating PP’s effectiveness also covered other aspects of PP such as pair formation.

The SLR’s ultimate goal was to understand how PP affects students’ learning outcomes in order to improve academic achievement, technical productivity, program quality, and learning satisfaction. Of the 73 studies analysed, 17 (23%) investigated factors believed to have a bearing on pair compatibility and PP’s effectiveness. Seventy (96%) investigated PP’s effectiveness using a quantitative or qualitative approach and 32 (44%) investigated quality aspects as a measure of PP’s effectiveness. The following sub-questions detail the SLR’s synthesis of evidence.

**Sub-Question 1 – Compatibility factors**

“What evidence is there regarding compatibility factors that affect pair compatibility and/or PP’s effectiveness as a CS/SE pedagogical tool, and which pairing configurations are considered as most effective?”

Compatibility factors are factors believed to influence the affinity of students when working in pairs. Altogether 14 factors were identified by a total of 17 studies which investigated how these factors affected or correlated with PP’s effectiveness and/or pair compatibility. Table 4 lists the compatibility factors, studies that looked into each factor and whether a factor had a positive, negative, no effect, or mixed effect. The summary of findings used to answer this research question is available at:


Table 4 shows that personality type and actual skill level were the two factors most commonly investigated in PP studies. In terms of personality, the two studies with positive findings reported that paired students of different personality types performed better when compared with paired students of similar type [S50], [S73]. While most studies that investigated the effects of personality type did not produce significant findings there was agreement that paired students of different personalities tended to perform better than pairs of similar personalities [S28], [S32], [S63].

Six out of the nine PP studies that investigated personality type employed the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) [S52] as a personality assessment method [S13], [S28], [S29], [S32], [S63], [S73]. Only one study applied NEO-PI [S15] to investigate the relationship between programmers’ personality and PP’s effectiveness [S23]. The study found that the personality of an individual programmer does not have a significant effect on PP’s effectiveness, but this may not be the case when looking at the combination of personalities in a single pair. Other than MBTI and NEO-PI, the Keirsey Temperament Sorter [S33] and Revised Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ-R) were used in two studies to measure the personality [S50] and temperament types [S74] of pair developers. Sfetsos et al [S50] report that pairs of mixed-personalities and temperaments achieve better scores than pairs of similar personality. On the contrary, Gevaert [S74] found no significant correlation between personality type and PP’s effectiveness.

Seven out of the ten PP studies regarded paired skill level as one of the determinants of PP’s effectiveness [S8], [S11], [S15], [S28], [S29], [S58], [S63]. The two categories of skill level used were actual and perceived skill. The actual skill level was determined based on programming experience, academic background, and students’ academic performance. Perceived skill level was measured subjectively according to the skill of a student’s partner relative to their own perceived skill (i.e. “better”, “about the same”, or “weaker”). The consensus from these studies is that PP works best when the pair has a similar skill level. However, two correlation studies show contradictory findings on the association between students’ skill level and PP’s effectiveness [S42], [S68]. Muller and Padberg [S42] report there is no correlation between the two variables and Madeyski [S68] refutes this finding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Total studies</th>
<th>Significant positive effect</th>
<th>Significant negative effect</th>
<th>No significant effect</th>
<th>Mixed effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>S50, S73</td>
<td></td>
<td>S13, S23, S29, S32, S34, S53</td>
<td>S28, S63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Actual skill level</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>S8, S11, S15, S28, S29, S58, S63, S68, S74</td>
<td>*S11, *S58</td>
<td>S42</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Perceived skill level</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S14, S28, S29, S63</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Self-esteem</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S8, S29, S63</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S29</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S73</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S29</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Learning style</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S32, S63</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Work ethic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S63</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S32</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Time management ability</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S63</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>“Feelgood” factor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S42, S68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Confidence Level</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S22, S54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Type of role</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Type of tasks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Communication skills</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S73</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*S11 and S58 both reported that skill levels had both positive and negative effect on the PP’s effectiveness. Pairs consisting of similar skills can benefit students; pairs consisting of very different skill levels seem ineffective.
The two studies that investigated the effect of gender differences on pair compatibility produced contradictory findings [S29],[S73]: Choi [S73] reports that gender is not a significant factor to influence pair compatibility whereas Katira et al. [S29] found gender is a factor likely to determine pair compatibility. S29’s findings suggest that pairing students of different gender would lead to incompatible pairs and that pairing female students would very likely result in a compatible pair. Three studies that investigated the effect of self-esteem discovered that paired students’ self-esteem did not influence pair compatibility [S28],[S29],[S63]. Katira et al. [S29] investigated ethnicity as a compatibility factor by classifying students as either belonging to a majority or minority ethnic group. Their results show that students from minority ethnic groups are more likely to pair with students who are also from minority ethnic groups, but not necessarily the same group. In this study, the effects on pair compatibility when pairing students belonging to the same ethnicity group were not investigated. The study does not report the results of pair compatibility on male students and majority ethnic groups due to its focus on the issue of low representation of minority and female students in CS. The two studies that investigated the effect of Felder-Silverman learning style reported that learning style did not significantly affect pair compatibility or the perception of students towards pairing [S32],[S63]. In terms of work ethic, Williams et al. [S63] report that pairing students of similar work ethic enhances pair compatibility, and Layman [S32] reports that students’ perception towards pairing is not affected by their work ethic. Williams et al. [S63] also investigated students’ time management ability and found it has no effect on pair compatibility. In 2004, Muller and Padberg [S42] coined the term “feel-good” which refers to how comfortable pairs feel during the PP session. They report that the feel-good factor is correlated with a pair’s performance. Madeyski [S68] had similar findings where a positive correlation between the feel-good factor and pair performance (quality of software) was found. Very few PP studies have investigated confidence, communication level, type of role and tasks. Thomas et al. [S54] report that performance increased when pairing students of similar confidence. Nevertheless, students who consider themselves as “code warriors” (i.e. high confidence level students) prefer to work alone and enjoy PP less. This contradicts the findings reported by Hanks [S22]. Chapparo et al. [S14] show task type significantly affects PP’s perceived effectiveness: paired students prefer program comprehension, re-factoring, and coding to debugging tasks. Choi [S73] reports communication skills have no impact on pair compatibility. A two-phased study conducted between 2002 and 2005, investigated factors believed to influence pair compatibility. Table 1 (see Appendix B) summarizes the findings. In these studies [S28],[S29],[S63], experiments involved undergraduate and graduate CS students in three courses: Introduction to Programming (CS1), Sw. Eng. (SE), and OO Languages and Systems. Our analysis showed some divergence in the findings. For instance, results were contradictory between CS1 and SE courses when pairing students according to different personality types, similar actual skill level, and self-esteem [S63]. The perceived skill level was the most influencing factor in determining pair compatibility. These studies however did not provide evidence stressing pair compatibility as an important criterion determining PP’s effectiveness.

The second part of sub-question 1 investigated the most effective ways of pairing formation from the viewpoint of pair compatibility or pair effectiveness. We presented our evidence based on the ranking of the number of studies with corroborating findings relating to pairing formation (see Table 2 in Appendix B). The actual skill level was ranked highest (seven studies) [S8],[S11],[S15],[S28],[S29],[S58],[S63] followed by perceived skill level (four studies) [S14],[S28],[S29],[S63]: the skill level between the partners should be similar in order to achieve greater pair compatibility or pair effectiveness. Next was personality type where two studies report that students should be paired with a partner of different personality [S50],[S73].

In terms of quality assessment, the average quality score obtained for the studies used to answer sub-question 1 was 5.1, with the highest quality score being 6.5. Of 17 studies, we rated 12 as having good quality of experimental design and analysis.

**Sub-Question 2 – Measure of Effectiveness**

“How was PP’s effectiveness measured in PP studies and how effective has PP been when used within higher education settings?”

PP’s effectiveness was measured using various factors, organized in four categories: technical productivity, program/design quality, academic performance, and satisfaction. Technical productivity, measured by 31 (44%) of the 70 studies was the most common method used to assess PP’s effectiveness, followed by program/design quality (30 studies, 43%). A subset of 16 studies (23%) evaluated PP’s effectiveness based on students’ academic performance in final exams, mid-terms, assignments, projects, and course grades. Besides the objective measurements, PP’s effectiveness was evaluated subjectively in 22 studies (31%) using students’ perceived satisfaction experiencing PP sessions (see Table 3 in Appendix B).

Of the 31 ‘technical productivity’ studies, 19 [S4],[S7],[S9],[S19],[S25],[S30],[S31],[S33],[S38],[S42],[S44],[S46],[S47],[S49],[S51],[S52],[S53],[S60],[S65] used “time spent” as a measure of PP’s effectiveness. Of these, 11 studies [S4],[S7],[S9],[S30],[S31],[S33],[S49],[S51],[S52],[S53],[S60] report that paired students complete tasks in shorter duration than solo students. However, 7 studies report that PP incurs additional cost or requires more effort (in person hours) because it takes two on a task [S25],[S65],[S60],[S52],[S53],[S46],[S47]. Some studies do not report the total effort as they included only the time taken to solve the task.

PP studies that measured PP’s effectiveness using quality attributes (30 studies) focused on either internal or external code quality; lines of code and the number of test...
cases passed were the two methods most commonly employed. PP’s effectiveness was investigated subjectively by means of students’ perception of their satisfaction using PP. Findings showed a positive attitude towards working collaboratively with another student. Scheduling conflicts and incompatible partners were the major problems highlighted [S24], [S32], [S66], [S69], [S56], [S16].

Of the 45 studies that compared PP to solo programming, 31 report that PP led to an improved performance in technical productivity and satisfaction. Although the findings regarding PP’s effectiveness in program/design quality and academic performance varied considerably (see Table 4 in Appendix B), the majority of studies (8 out of 16) report a significant positive effect of PP towards academic performance.

Fig. 3 suggests that PP was a more effective technique compared with solo programming. In terms of satisfaction almost all studies reported similar findings with students presenting greater satisfaction and enjoyment when using PP. Pickard et al. [57] suggest that only studies that have comparable quantitative measures are eligible to be included in a meta-analysis. We found that PP’s effectiveness was measured using various types of metrics. Thus in order to perform a meta-analysis we would need to select a specific subset (e.g. final exam score, success rate of paired and solo students) to measure the effects on academic performance.

In our SLR, only six studies that reported their statistical results were applicable for a meta-analysis.
We used their data to conduct two meta-analyses: one of PP’s effectiveness on final exam scores of paired and solo students (MA1), and another of PP’s effectiveness on assignments’ scores (MA2). MA1 showed a standardized effect size of 0.16, calculated using Hedges’s g statistic. Here, we used the standardized mean difference under the fixed effects model as the effect size measure. Effect size was calculated based on the difference between two means (final exam scores of paired and solo students) divided by the pooled standard deviation, adjusted for small sample bias [31].

The forest plot in Fig. 4 shows MA1 results. The small box indicates the point estimates of effect size in a single study whereas the horizontal line that crosses each study represents the confidence interval for a study’s estimate. The diamond at the bottom of the plot represents the pooled effect or the average effect size after pooling all studies. The pooled result from this meta-analysis suggests that the effects of PP were small (i.e. effect size of 0.16) in terms of its practical significance or meaningfulness in improving students’ performance in final exams, compared with solo programming. We employed the effect size category from Kampens et al. [31]: small (effect size of 0.000 – 0.376), medium (effect size of 0.378 – 1) or large (effect size of 1.002 – 3.40). Note that some of the studies reported their statistical results for several experiments conducted throughout various academic semesters so we treated each as a separate study in the meta-analysis (e.g. the three experiments in McDowell et al. [S38] are denoted as S38a, S38b, and S38c, respectively).

The second meta-analysis, MA2, showed a medium effect size (see Fig. 5). The pooled effect size of 0.67 suggests that PP was beneficial and effective in helping students get better scores in assignments. We used the software MIX version 1.7 [2], [3] for performing both meta-analyses and generating the forest plots, a good tool for meta-analysis according to Bax et al. [2].

Sub-Question 3 – Measure of Quality

“How was quality measured in the PP studies that used software quality as a measure of effectiveness?”

PP is reported to benefit users by improving software design quality [12]. Of the 73 studies, 32 (44%) investigated the quality of the work produced by paired students, and employed various quality metrics, arranged into four different categories: Internal code quality [44], External code quality [44], Standard Quality Model, and General category (see Table 5 in Appendix B).

Internal code quality was divided into two sub-groups: program size and Object Oriented (OO) design quality. Three PP studies applied program size (e.g. LOC) as a quality metric and found that shorter programs led to higher quality and more maintainable software [S25], [S47], [S21]. However, Vanhanen and Lassenius [S57] argue that LOC is not a reliable metric because fewer lines of code does not guarantee better quality. Thus rather than using LOC as an indicator they analyzed design quality based on a method’s size and complexity metrics.

There was no significant difference in performance between pair and solo students when effectiveness was measured using program size. In terms of OO design quality, program quality is rated higher for pair programmers when design quality is measured at the class level (i.e. depth of inheritance, coupling and cohesion level) [S5]. However, there is no significant difference between paired and solo students in OO design quality at the method and package levels [S21], [S35], [S57]. Hanks et al. [S21] mention that the mixture in the studies’ findings was due to the various levels of task complexities. Vanhanen and Lassenius [S57] report that differences in design quality between pair and solo groups depends on the metric used and may have been affected by the size of the system analyzed.

External code quality (ECQ) was investigated by 16 (22%) of the 73 primary studies. Of these, nine (56%) report that the ECQ produced by paired students is significantly better compared with soloists’. Only one study measured the quality of design diagrams (e.g. Data Flow Diagrams, Relational Databases, Functional Interface Diagram) using the ISO IEC 9126 quality model, presenting mixed findings about the impact of pair work on the quality of design products [S1]. No study measured the quality of design artifacts using UML diagrams.

The general category, comprising expert opinion and academic performance measures such as programming score or project grade, was applied in 14 of the 73 studies (19%). Studies that relied upon expert opinion measured quality using criteria such as the significance of identifiers, how well-organized methods were, use of appropriate indentation and whitespace [S21], functionality and style [S38], output correctness, required documentation, correct use of objects and interface design [S13], and number of defects in specification, expression, and algorithm [S45]. In 5 out of 7 studies, program’s quality produced by pairs was superior to the program’s quality produced by solo students when quality was measured using course assignment’s score or project’s grade [S2],[S9],[S30],[S39],[S59]. Four out of 7 studies that employed professional judges (expert opinion) to evaluate the quality of work produced by pair and solo programmers’ reported that PP had a positive effect on the quality of work [S5],[S16],[S38],[S73].

3 Discussion

Pair Compatibility Issues

Some studies used a mixture of subjects (undergraduate and graduate students) as a representative sample population [S28],[S29],[S63]. Thus, experience and academic background may have varied widely. Nature of courses, instructors, and instruments used may have also affected the studies’ outcome. For instance, the instruments used in two studies that measured confidence level [S22],[S54] were different and this may have contributed to the contradictory findings.

The two compatibility factors investigated most were skill level and personality type. Our synthesis suggested...
that pairing works effectively when pairing students according to their skill level, supporting previous work by Comrey and Staats [13], who found that group productivity is highly correlated with the ability or competency level of group members.

Regarding the effect of personality type on pair compatibility, studies’ findings are mixed. We believe that these mixed results could have been caused by the diversity of types of instruments used, studies’ duration, and the nature of the tasks carried out. Bowers et al. [6], and Mohammed and Angell [50] show that the relationship between personality composition and team performance are highly dependent on the type of task, which supports our view.

There was very little evidence of studies looking at gender and ethnicity issues in relation to improving PP’s effectiveness as a pedagogical tool. Two studies investigated whether gender affected PP’s effectiveness [S29],[S73]; however their findings are contradictory. Perhaps one of the reasons of such contradictory findings was the duration of each study: the experiments carried out by Choi [S73] had a shorter duration (90 minutes) compared to the three experiments conducted by Katira et al. [S29], each lasting for a full semester.

We found a lack of the studies investigating PP’s effectiveness focused on software modeling or methodologies. As our search terms included “programming” this was perhaps not an unexpected result. However, some studies applied PP to a software design phase to investigate whether pair programming was effective at enforcing or diffusing designs’ knowledge among the project team members [S3],[S6],[S8],[S9]. Pairing was beneficial in terms of knowledge transfer among pair designers suggesting that PP should not be restricted to coding-related tasks.

Evidence on PP’s effectiveness

Of the 70 studies, 19 (27%) measured pair productivity using the time spent in completing the tasks, where most findings (11 studies) indicated that pair programmers effectively completed the assigned tasks in a shorter time. One of the more significant findings from this review was that students perceived greater satisfaction and enjoyment from using PP.

The relatively small overall effect on final exam scores shown in our meta-analyses indicates that PP did not directly improve students’ course grades; but the medium effect size on students’ assignment scores suggests that PP was useful on assignments. Thus, evidence suggests that PP is an effective pedagogical tool that not only benefits students in terms of learning, but also increases their satisfaction and enjoyment. These findings corroborated the results of a meta-analysis on small group and individual learning with technology by Lou et al. [42], who found that students learning in pairs resulted in better cognitive and affective outcomes.

The cognitive theories of cooperative learning research emphasize two major benefits of students working together. First, the interaction that occurs while working together helps students increase their “mastery of critical concepts” [61]. When peers engage in a discussion, cognitive conflicts and reasoning are more likely to happen, and this type of interaction helps improve students’ achievement. Second, the ability to elaborate or explain will consequently help students in retaining knowledge. PP exhibits these elements of interaction and elaboration.

A review of research in education shows that cooperative learning can be beneficial in accelerating students’ achievement when the emphasis is placed upon the group’s goals and individual accountability factors [60]. By default, PP incorporates those factors and students are also accountable for their own individual achievement in exams.

Measuring Quality

The work produced by paired students was of high quality when measured using expert opinion and academic performance. Thirty-two studies investigated PP’s quality aspects, and results in general report significant findings showing that quality of design/code developed by paired students is considerably superior to soloists, corroborating meta-analysis results reported by Dyba et al. [19].

Although results were in general supportive of PP, the effects of PP towards internal code quality seem to be unclear/contradictory. Most studies either provide a mixture of findings or report that PP had no impact on the internal code quality (Table 5, Appendix B). For example, Madeyski [S35] reports that package dependencies in an OO design were not significantly affected by the pair or solo development. Since no other evidence was, as far as we know, available regarding this issue, a replication study needs to be carried out to support or refute this. We believe that the unclear evidence as to whether PP improves internal code quality can be attributed to several reasons such as the types of tasks, level of task complexity, size of the analyzed system, and studies’ context.

Steiner’s theories emphasized that the potential performance of a group is very much dependent on the type of task at hand, and whether the group members have adequate resources (i.e. skills, tools, and effort) in order to carry out the task [63]. Our SLR showed that the tasks given to paired students varied from simple programming assignments to complex J2EE distributed applications. We believe that given this range in task complexity internal code quality is likely to be affected by application size and the choice of metrics used to measure the quality of code design. Vanhanen and Lassenius [65] comment that measuring code design quality can be unreliable due to the varying amount of functionality in different applications. Our review supports their findings and we suggest that measuring quality based on external metrics (i.e. test cases passed, number of defects, etc.) would be a better mechanism to evaluate code quality. Finally, while the majority of studies investigated code quality, only three looked at the quality of design documents using a ISO model [S1] and/or design scores [S9], [S30].

Implications for Research

Our SLR found that personality was one of the most common factors investigated in PP studies. However, the
results from existing studies are inconsistent in terms of the effects of personality towards PP’s effectiveness. Existing literature in psychology shows that students’ personality traits play an important role to predict their academic success and are also considered as one of the critical success factors in determining teamwork success [8], [22]. In one of the meta-analytic studies, Bowers et al. [6] investigated whether homogeneous personality teams outperformed heterogeneous personality teams; their findings show a partial support for the latter. Because these studies were conducted mostly in the psychology domain, further research should be done in other fields too (e.g. CS/SE) to investigate whether personality composition can affect PP’s effectiveness as a pedagogical tool. In addition, the issue of whether homogeneity or heterogeneity of personality is good for PP is not yet clearly understood. We also identified that most PP studies investigated personality type using the Myer-Briggs Type Indicator. We suggest further research should be undertaken using other credible personality measurement frameworks such as the Five-Factor Model [45].

We also observed that in many of the PP experiments confounding effects were not controlled, leading to results that could very likely be biased [37]. For example, the validity of some of the results might have been confounded by the method of pair formation. For instance, instead of randomly assigning students to treatment and control, some studies let the students decide whether to pair or not [520], [528], [563]. This means it is possible that most of the students who paired were enthusiastic about using PP, thus biasing the results. In order to improve the quality of empirical research, researchers can refer to available guidelines for conducting empirical research in SE [37] and for reporting controlled experiments in SE [30].

Our SLR showed only 17 studies (23%) investigated factors that may affect PP’s effectiveness, including pair compatibility. However, there was no clear relationship determined between pair compatibility and PP’s effectiveness. Some studies investigated the perceived compatibility of students towards their partners but no evidence was available on whether pair compatibility improved PP’s effectiveness. Research in psychology has investigated the effects of interpersonal compatibility on group productivity using Schutz’s FIRO theory. Results suggest that the productivity of compatible groups was greater than that of incompatible groups [40]. We suggest that the association of these factors be investigated in future PP studies.

Most of the PP studies we reviewed (85%) required students to engage in tasks only related to coding or application development, thus suggesting that PP had been rarely employed in courses where students were exposed to software design/modeling tasks. This clearly indicates that further research needs to be conducted to investigate whether PP can be an effective pedagogical tool to learn CS/SE in topics other than coding. There is also a need to increase the number of studies investigating factors potentially affecting PP’s effectiveness in order to aggregate results.

**Implications for CS/SE Educators**

One of the key repercussions for CS/SE educators relates to how to implement PP. The results of this SLR suggest that the most effective pairing configuration is to pair students of similar competency level using as a basis their exam scores/GRE/GPA or programming experience. We suggest that educators who are willing to practice PP in their classroom should pair students according to their skill or competency level to achieve greater pair compatibility.

The SLR suggests that students perceive higher satisfaction when working in pairs. According to the Vygotskian theory known as “zone of proximal development” [66], students are capable of achieving higher intellectual level when collaborating with other students rather than working alone. Students who pair programmed were satisfied with the pairing experience mainly because PP helped them increase their knowledge and gain greater confidence, besides improving their social interaction skills. PP can also assist instructors and educators in reducing their own workload as there will be a smaller number of assignments or projects to be graded.

**Threats to the Validity of the Results**

Several factors need to be taken into account when generalizing the results of this SLR. During the process of identifying the relevant literature we only considered as primary sources articles published electronically, thus neglecting studies that might have appeared in conference proceedings or journals that were not published online. This was particularly applicable to material published before 1987. However, since the PP practice, as considered in our SLR, was proposed in 1999 [4], we feel it is unlikely that PP studies are not available online. Furthermore, we used an extensive list of search databases and included in our search all the databases we were aware of where PP primary sources had been published.

Another threat relates to the issue of handling the review. The first author was responsible for developing the protocol and carrying out the major tasks involved in each of the SLR stages, which may have unwittingly had some influence on the SLR results. However, the other authors provided detailed feedback during all the stages of the SLR (e.g. protocol’s preparation, primary studies’ selection, data extraction’s quality assurance, compiling of results), which we believe should have minimized, if not removed, any possible bias in the results presented herein. In addition, we followed very closely the recommendations suggested in the SLR guidelines [35] in order to avoid bias. Publication bias is also considered as a common issue in SLRs [35]. In dealing with publication bias, we make used the following strategy: (i) develop and continuously refine the SLR protocol, in particular during the search process; and (ii) include searching of grey literature such as theses, dissertations, and technical reports so that the search process covers as many studies as possible.

**Future work**

As part of our future work, we are currently conduct-
ing an experiment investigating personality and gender aspects towards PP’s effectiveness where students are involved in software design-related tasks. Since existing PP studies heavily relied upon MBTI to measure personality, and MBTI has been widely criticized as a good personality framework to be employed [58],[75], we are using IPIP-NEO as an instrument to measure personality. IPIP-NEO was proposed based on the Five-Factor Model personality, which is currently considered the predominant taxonomy of personality by personality-focused psychologists [7],[26],[14],[22]. In addition, we are also looking into understanding the relationship between pair compatibility and its effect on pair effectiveness.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper described a SLR targeted at empirical studies of PP’s effectiveness and/or pair compatibility conducted in higher education settings. A total of 73 primary studies were used in our SLR, from which 14 compatibility factors potentially affecting PP’s effectiveness were identified. Of these, personality type, actual and perceived skill level were the three factors investigated the most in PP studies. However, the effects of personality type towards pair compatibility and/or PP’s effectiveness were inconclusive. PP studies that investigated actual and perceived skill levels achieved a consensus suggesting that students prefer to pair with someone of similar skills to themselves. Results also showed that a pair works well when both students have similar abilities and motivation to succeed in a course.

Evidence showed that various metrics were employed to measure PP’s effectiveness, classified into technical productivity, program/design quality, academic performance, and satisfaction. We also found out that the metric used most often to measure pair productivity was the time spent in completing the tasks. Paired students usually completed the assigned tasks in shorter duration than solo students. Almost all studies’ findings reported that students’ satisfaction was higher when using PP compared with working individually. In terms of academic performance, the results of our meta-analysis of PP’s effectiveness indicated that PP had no significant advantage in improving students’ performance in final exams over solo programming (effect size = 0.16). However, in the second meta-analysis, the pooled results suggested that PP was effective in helping students obtaining better scores in their assignments (effect size = 0.67).

There were numerous methods employed when considering quality as a measure of PP’s effectiveness. Based on our review, research on quality aspects was classified into internal and external code quality, standard quality model, and general categories. Of all categories, external code quality and general category were the two researched the most. Findings indicated that when quality was measured according to academic performance and expert opinion, students who pair programmed produced a better quality program compared to students who programmed alone. However, when the quality of the work produced by pair and solo students was measured using metrics at the internal code level, results were contradictory.

We also discussed a number of implications of the SLR results for research and practice, including the need to replicate PP studies in areas where findings were inconsistent, or to conduct studies in areas where there is scarcity of or no evidence regarding the effect of certain compatibility factors towards PP’s effectiveness as a pedagogical tool.

The results of the SLR suggest that PP was rarely employed in courses where students were exposed to software design/modeling tasks, thus we believe that this is a fruitful area for future work. The review results suggest that paired students achieve productivity similar or better than solo students; and indicate that implementing PP in the classroom or lab does not lead to any detrimental effect on students’ academic performance. This is in line with research evidence in education that clearly supports collaborative learning as an effective instructional method in higher education [54].
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**APPENDIX A**

*List of Included Studies*


APPENDIX B

TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compatibility of Student Pair Programmers</th>
<th>Courses</th>
<th>CS1</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>OO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Were the pairs compatible? (Yes/No)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors/Study</td>
<td></td>
<td>[S28]</td>
<td>[S29]</td>
<td>[S63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality Type</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Skill</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Skill</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-esteem</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work ethic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Management skill</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Style</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note: * Indicates partial support)

TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of Effective Pairing Formation</th>
<th>Study(s)</th>
<th>Pairing formation</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual skill</td>
<td>S8</td>
<td>Similar educational background</td>
<td>The academic background of pair’s component affects the knowledge built. Coupling two different academic backgrounds does not seem to improve the performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S11, S15, S29, S28, S63</td>
<td>Similar mid-term/GPA/course grades</td>
<td>Pairs of similar or not very different level of competency were effective (S11). 92.3% students responded that PP made them work better with others. Their exam scores were higher compared with those from previous semesters (S15). S29, S28, S63 identified that students had a preference to pair with a student of similar actual skill (based on SAT/GRE/GPA scores)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S88</td>
<td>Similar programming skills</td>
<td>PP works best when the programmers are of slightly different skill level, but the gap should not be too broad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived skill</td>
<td>S14</td>
<td>Paired students with matching skills</td>
<td>Skill level appeared to have a strong influence in the success of PP session. The skill level gap between the partners should not be too broad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S28, S29</td>
<td>Similar perceived skill or technical competence level.</td>
<td>Compatibility was highly affected by the perceived skills of a student’s partner.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similar or higher skill level. Students preferred to pair with a partner they perceived to be of similar or higher skill level.

Different personality type. Paired students with diverse personality performed significantly better than the pairs of similar personality in terms of code productivity & code design (S73)

Mixed- personalities and temperaments. Pairs of mixed-personalities and temperaments showed better performance and collaboration-viability. They achieve better points on assignments and shorter time to complete the tasks.

Paired students with diverse personality performed significantly better than the pairs of similar personality in terms of code productivity & code design (S73).

Criteria for compatibility

Personality type
Different personality type.

S73

Paired students with diverse personality performed significantly better than the pairs of similar personality in terms of code productivity & code design (S73).

Mixed- personalities and temperaments.

S50

Paired students with diverse personality performed significantly better than the pairs of similar personality in terms of code productivity & code design (S73).

Gender

Pairs of female students.

S29

Paired students with diverse personality performed significantly better than the pairs of similar personality in terms of code productivity & code design (S73).

Ethnicity

Paired students with diverse personality performed significantly better than the pairs of similar personality in terms of code productivity & code design (S73).

Work ethic

Similar work ethic. Students preferred to work with someone who had similar intention to success in the course as themselves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
<th>CATEGORIES OF METRICS TO MEASURE PP'S EFFECTIVENESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Categories</td>
<td>Metrics used to measure effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical productivity</td>
<td>Significant +ve effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 studies (44%)</td>
<td>Time Spent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge &amp; Skill transfer</td>
<td>S3, S6, S8, S26, S27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task performance &amp; Code accuracy</td>
<td>S18, S50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of solution that satisfy test cases</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number &amp; types of problem</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program/design quality</td>
<td>Design/Project scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 studies (43%)</td>
<td>LOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OO Design Quality</td>
<td>S5,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of test cases passed/failed</td>
<td>S17, S33, S53, S60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert opinion</td>
<td>S38, S52, S73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of defects</td>
<td>S55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAPT</td>
<td>S68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code coverage thoroughness</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Quality model</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment scores</td>
<td>S38, S39, S40, S41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final exam scores</td>
<td>S48, S39, S40, S41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midterm scores</td>
<td>S48,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz scores</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project scores</td>
<td>S59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test scores</td>
<td>S30, S40, S41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course grade</td>
<td>S15, S39, S40, S41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course completion rate</td>
<td>S12, S39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention rate</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>Pair formation, increased knowledge &amp; confidence, positive attitude about collaboration, enjoyment, social interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 studies (31%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLE 4</td>
<td>PP’S EFFECTIVENESS (PP VS SOLO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Technical Productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) PP is better than solo</td>
<td>S3, S4, S6, S7, S8, S9, S18, S30, S31, S33, S51, S52, S53, S60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) PP is similar to solo</td>
<td>S19, S23, S25, S43, S46, S47, S57, S74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) PP is worse than solo</td>
<td>S65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Mixed-findings</td>
<td>S71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TABLE 5 | |

This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication.
### Summary of Quality Metrics Used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics' Category</th>
<th>Quality Metrics(s)</th>
<th>Ranking*</th>
<th>Sig. +ve</th>
<th>Sig. –ve</th>
<th>No effect</th>
<th>Mixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal Code Quality</strong></td>
<td><strong>Program size</strong>&lt;br&gt;1) Lines of code (LOC) 2) Non-comment lines of code (NCLOC)&lt;br&gt;3) Comment Ratio (CR)&lt;br&gt;4) Number of methods</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S53</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S47</td>
<td>S21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Object Oriented Design Quality</strong></td>
<td><strong>Method Level</strong>&lt;br&gt;(McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity, and number of parameters passed to the method)&lt;br&gt;2) Class Level (Chidamber &amp; Kemerer’s metric suit)&lt;br&gt;3) Package level (Martin’s package level dependency metrics)&lt;br&gt;4) Coupling Factor (CF)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S57**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External Code Quality</strong></td>
<td><strong>Number of test cases passed/failed</strong>&lt;br&gt;2) Number of features correctly implemented&lt;br&gt;3) Number of incomplete requirements&lt;br&gt;4) Number of defects/errors&lt;br&gt;5) Completion of change request&lt;br&gt;6) Thoroughness and fault-finding effectiveness&lt;br&gt;7) Number of acceptance test passed (NATP)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S33, S53, S60, S17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S44, S49, -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Quality Model</strong></td>
<td><strong>General</strong>&lt;br&gt;1) ISO/IEC 9126 Quality Factors&lt;br&gt;2) Expert opinions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S2, S9, S30, S39, S59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>S20, S62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) The ranking showed the quality metrics used the most in PP studies (in ascending order)

(**) Some of the studies used more than one metric to measure the quality of a program/design.
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